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Skip List

 Simple data structure, easier to implement than red/black trees.

 Sorted doubly-linked list with “skip” pointers.

 Construction:

» Every element in the “bottom list” (list 0)

» Element passed to list 1 with probability 1/2.

» In general, element in list i is promoted/added to list i+1 with prob. 1/2.

» Stop promoting after a node is promoted 2 log n times
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Skip Lists

 Analysis:

» 2 log n lists. 

– Probability that a node is in list on log n level  is 1/n

– Constant expected number of nodes in this list 

– Probability that a node is in list (2 log n) is 1/n2

– Probability that at least one node climbs to list (2 log n) is at most 1/n

» Expected total number of nodes is n+n/2+n/4+… = O(n).

» Search: find range in last list, examine this range next one down, etc.

» Same intuition as binary search.

» Each range is expected to be constant length: 
(pointers skip constant number of elements on lower level list)

O(1) work per range, O(log n) total.

 Works best if there are no deletions.
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Greedy Algorithms

 Problem: set S of n activities
si, fi start and end of activity i.

 i compatible with j if intervals do not intersect.

 Goal: find max # of compatible activities.

Is “blue solution” OPT ?

No…
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Substitution claim

k

fk

k

fk
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Substructure

 Let k have smallest fk and let A be OPT solution.

» Case 1: k in A. Claim: A-k is OPT for

Assume not. Let B be OPT for S’, |B|>|A|-1
But then add k to B and we get better than A 

» Case 2: k not in A, finish time of 1st job in A is AFTER fk
replace it with k !

» Thus: 
– There exists OPT A with k being first job

– A-k is OPT for “remaining jobs” , i.e. 

» Thus we compute k, commit to it, compute S’, and repeat  

S i s fi k' | { }

S i s fi k' | { }

Jobs that start after k ends
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Another greedy algorithm

 Task defined by (duration, deadline), eg.  HW.
Goal: find a schedule if one exists.

 Assume that there exists a schedule
Claim: then there exists a schedule with 

first job = job with smallest deadline.

a b

job with smallest
deadline

db da

We can exchange b and a
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Summary

 Take locally best choice and commit to it.

 Main issue: proof that we can commit without loosing our chance
to get an optimum solution.


